What is Augmentsodine® and its Major Benefits?
Augmentsodine® Colostrum Extract helps us stay fitter and healthier. Colostrum was used in
ancient civilizations for both nourishment and remedial purposes. Colostrum Extract is a
mixture of amazing nutrients that provide immune competence to people of all ages.
Bovine Colostrum is used by 99.9% of the manufacturing companies that produce Colostrum
for human consumption. The Augmentsodine® Colostrum Extract is produced by a special,
patented process.
Fortizel® contains Augmentsodine® which is 10 times stronger than conventionally available
bovine Colostrum.

The following are the main benefits of Augmentsodine® Colostrum Extract:
New energy and more of it:
Tyrosine Kinase activation, due to Fortizel consumption, leads to greater release of IgF-1
(Insulin like Growth Factor-1). This helps in the activation of intra-cellular Carbon Hydrates
and lipid metabolism receptors. As a result, vast quantities of energy are produced.
Increased power and performance:
Fortizel® helps in boosting the production of IgF-1, which helps in the release of vast
amounts of energy in the cells. This provides more power and performance to the body.
Better functioning of the immune system:
Stimulation of Integrine receptors by free IgF-1 activates the intra-cellular immune system.
The immune system is revitalized and energized to work at its optimum.
Increased inhibition of the ageing process:
Fortizel® prohibits growth of bacteria, thus minimizing irritations of the skin like redness,
neuro-dermatitis, psoriasis and acne. Moreover, as Collagen production is increased, it
improves strained and damaged skin, resulting in better skin elasticity and texture.
Improved feelings of well-being:
Fortizel® diminishes the amount of tryptophan attached to albumin. So, greater amounts of
free tryptophan are available in the brain. This helps the cells produce higher levels of

serotonin, the happiness hormone. Sufficient amounts of serotonin offers an overall positive
sate of well-being.
Optimizes bodily functions:
Fortizel® also helps in normalization of the cellular functions. When the cell activity is low, it
increases the functioning. Alternatively, when it is overactive, it normalizes the functions.
This helps in maintaining the correct balance of body cells.
Maintaining the appropriate hormone levels:
Fortizel® helps to balance the levels of hormones to maintain a well-needed equilibrium.
This helps the human body become an instrument of health.

